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ABSTRACT: Iron−sulfur clusters comprise an important functional motif in the
catalytic centers of biological systems, capable of enabling important chemical
transformations at ambient conditions. This remarkable capability derives from a
notoriously complex electronic structure that is characterized by a high density of states
that is sensitive to geometric changes. The spectral sensitivity to subtle geometric
changes has received little attention from correlated, large active space calculations,
owing partly to the exceptional computational complexity for treating these large and
correlated systems accurately. To provide insight into this aspect, we report the ﬁrst
Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) calculations for diﬀerent
geometries of the [Fe(II/III)4S4(SMe)4]−2 clusters using two complementary, correlated
solvers: spin-pure Adaptive Sampling Conﬁguration Interaction (ASCI) and Density
Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG). We ﬁnd that the previously established picture
of a double-exchange driven magnetic structure, with minute energy gaps (<1 mHa)
between consecutive spin states, has a weak dependence on the underlying geometry. However, the spin gap between the singlet and
the spin state 2S + 1 = 19, corresponding to a maximal number of Fe-d electrons being unpaired and of parallel spin, is strongly
geometry dependent, changing by a factor of 3 upon slight deformations that are still within biologically relevant parameters. The
CASSCF orbital optimization procedure, using active spaces as large as 86 electrons in 52 orbitals, was found to reduce this gap
compared to typical mean-ﬁeld orbital approaches. Our results show the need for performing large active space calculations to unveil
the challenging electronic structure of these complex catalytic centers and should serve as accurate starting points for fully correlated
treatments upon inclusion of dynamical correlation outside the active space.

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been many computational studies reported for
iron−sulfur clusters employing the Broken Symmetry analysis19 of spin coupling, and especially the commonly used BSDFT methodology, see for instance.20−24 In general, this
approach works quite well for the prediction of the geometry
for molecular clusters involving multiple transition metals.
However, it describes a weighted average over the (multiplet)
states and as such it is not appropriate enough for the eﬃcient
calculation of the correlation energy of these multireference
systems. Additionally, it depends on the density functional
used. 2 5 Note that previous calculations on the
[Fe2S2(SCH3)2]−2 and [Fe4S4(SCH3)4]−2 clusters indicated
that both clusters have an unusually dense spectrum, which is
diﬀerent from the predictions of the Heisenberg doubleexchange model.26 Finally, it has been mentioned that BS-DFT

Iron−sulfur clusters are ubiquitous. They are involved in many
biological systems operating as active centers of proteins in
essential life-sustaining processes such as photosynthesis,
respiration, and nitrogen ﬁxation.1−3 They are involved in
electron transfer processes,4,5 substrate activation and binding,6,7 catalytic reactions,8,9 DNA repair,10 signal transductions,11 iron/sulfur storage,12 regulation of gene expression,13 and enzyme activity.14 Additionally, they are signiﬁcant
in industrial catalysis.15,16 The key factors for their remarkable
reactivity, among others, are the small reorganization energy,
the proper redox potentials, the ﬂexibility of the cluster
geometry, and the facile exchange of ligands.17,18 Moreover,
one of the properties underlying their remarkable reactivity is
their low-lying, dense electronic state manifold. Therefore, it is
of particular importance to understand the intrinsic electronic
structure of the Fe−S clusters as well as its modiﬁcation due to
their surroundings, as prerequisites in order to interpret the
functionality and properties of these complexes. As the result
of the continuing interest in these iron−sulfur systems, several
previous investigations have been reported.
© 2022 American Chemical Society
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nants in the Hilbert space that have large coeﬃcients in the
ground state wave function. Truncating the full Hilbert space
to this determinant subset and subsequently projecting the
Hamiltonian operator, results in highly compact approximate
wave functions, which can nonetheless capture the static
correlation of many-body systems accurately. This typically
requires an active space formulation, and hence, ASCI is
successful in describing multireference systems with a limited
number (i.e., less than 50) of correlated orbitals. Dynamical
correlation within the active space can be recovered
perturbatively,34 and ASCI has been shown to provide near
FCI accuracy for the ground state energies and spectral
functions for a wide variety of challenging, strongly correlated
molecular and extended systems.33−35,41,46−50 As is usual in
SCI approaches, the orbital basis chosen to deﬁne the
Hamiltonian has a critical eﬀect on the convergence of
ASCI, and simple choices, such as the natural orbital
basis,51−54 do not always ensure rapid convergence. It is for
this purpose that the more sophisticated CASSCF orbital
optimization can provide a decisive advantage, since it
determines the variationally optimal orbital basis for a
multireference wave function. Using ASCI in conjunction
with CASSCF has been shown to enable the study of large
active spaces in transition metal systems,41,55 and for this
reason, we have chosen to employ this method for the study of
the iron−sulfur clusters.
2.2. Spin Pure ASCI Mimicking CSFs. While ASCI has
been shown to successfully propose highly accurate ground
state truncations, being a SCI approach it is susceptible to
breaking symmetries. This happens when the generator of the
symmetry O and the Hamiltonian H do not commute after
being projected to the ASCI truncation. For (nonrelativistic)
systems with strong magnetic character, such as the iron−
sulfur clusters in this work, the breaking of spin symmetry (i.e.,
O = Stot2) can become a major computational problem, and we
did indeed observe a large degree of spin contamination using
ASCI even for modest active spaces in these systems. This
diﬃculty arises from the fact that the iterative search for an
optimal truncation in ASCI is formulated in terms of single
Slater determinants, which are not generally eigenstates of the
total spin operator. A way to avoid spin symmetry breaking is
hence to express the Hilbert space truncation in terms of linear
combinations of Slater determinants with deﬁnite spin state,
so-called Conﬁguration State Functions (CSF).39 In this spirit,
here, we build the ASCI truncation in terms of groups of
determinants which we refer to as CSF families: These
correspond to all possible determinants with a speciﬁed
occupation scheme, deﬁned by which orbitals are empty, singly
and doubly occupied. Deﬁned this way, the CSF families span
all CSFs of a particular orbital occupation, and the ASCI
truncation is guaranteed to preserve spin symmetry. Not all
CSFs in a CSF family have the same spin quantum number,
and we, further, select eigenstates with the smallest possible
spin quantum number by adding a spin penalty term λStot2 to
the Hamiltonian during the energy calculation. This novel
ASCI implementation leveraging an expansion in CSF families
and spin penalization, which we label spin pure ASCI (SPASCI), enables treating targeted spin states in strongly
correlated systems accurately, as we show in the Results
section. We refer to the SI for details on the implementation
and a discussion with related existing methods to resolve spin
contamination in SCI-related electronic structure algorithms.56−58

for reported FeIII complexes predicts some of the exchange
couplings to be ferromagnetic, whereas the experimentally
derived couplings are all antiferromagnetic; additionally, the
best-ﬁt exchange parameters can depend signiﬁcantly on the
set of spin conﬁgurations chosen.27
While both trinuclear [Fe3S4] and tetra-nuclear [Fe4S4]
clusters are found in proteins, such as ferredoxins, and are both
regarded as electron transfer sites in a variety of bacteria,28,29
much attention has been mainly given to the [Fe4S4] clusters
by applying mainly the BS-DFT methodology. To the best of
our knowledge, there are only three previous theoretical
studies where multireference methodologies, such as Density
Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG),26 Coupled Cluster
Valence Bond (CCVB),30 and very recently FCIQMC,31 have
been applied to the [Fe4S4(SCH3)4]−2 cluster. It should also be
noted that multireference methods, such as MC-PDFT,
CASPT2/RASPT2, and NEVPT2, have been used for
bimetallic Fe−S clusters.32
In this study, we report the results for the [Fe4S4(SCH3)4]−2
cluster using the Adaptive Sampling Conﬁguration Interaction
(ASCI) and DMRG methodologies. These are variational and
complementary methods to treat strong correlation in manybody systems. They capture the static correlation, while
extensions, such as ASCI plus second-order perturbation
(ASCI+PT2) extrapolated results and DMRG with predeﬁned
very tight truncation error (TRE), are used to account for the
dynamical correlation within the active space, estimating the
Full Conﬁguration Interaction (FCI) limit. We employ these
approaches in large active space calculations. Besides gaining
insight into the geometry dependence of the electronic
structure of FeS cubanes beyond the accuracy of mean-ﬁeldlike methods, our active space descriptions can serve as optimal
starting points for fully correlated studies, including the
dynamical correlation beyond the active space with methods,
such as CASPT2 or NEVPT2. The signiﬁcant challenge that
these approaches represent brings their implementation
beyond the scope of the current paper.

2. METHODS
To study the low energy eigenstates of iron−sulfur clusters, we
employ the ASCI33−35 and DMRG36−38 approaches, both for
ground state calculations and as approximate solvers in
CASSCF39−42 orbital optimizations within large active spaces.
ASCI and DMRG are complementary methods to treat strong
correlation in many-body systems, based on diﬀerent
heuristics: the former ﬁnds the most relevant Slater
determinants for a truncated ground state description
exploiting perturbative estimates iteratively, whereas the latter
leverages the simple orbital entanglement structure in ground
state wave functions to determine a compact Matrix Product
State (MPS) wave function expansion.37
Here, we brieﬂy outline the two methods, and refer the
reader to the relevant literature and the Supporting
Information (SI) for further details. Additionally, we present
a new ﬂavor of ASCI to target pure spin states, based on
organizing the Slater determinants in Conﬁguration State
Function (CSF) families. This approach, which we label SPASCI, is necessary to avoid spin contamination in the
truncated wave functions for the iron−sulfur clusters.
2.1. ASCI and ASCI-SCF. The ASCI approach relies on an
eﬃcient Selected Conﬁguration Interaction (SCI) protocol to
describe ground states. Using an iterative approach based on
perturbative estimations,43−45 ASCI can identify the determi688
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2.3. DMRG and DMRG-SCF. DMRG is a very powerful
approach suitable for the treatment of strongly correlated
systems that was originally developed in solid state physics.36,59
It has been established as one of the reference methods for the
electronic structure calculations of strongly correlated
molecules requiring very large active spaces.38,60−63 Complexes
with multiple transition metal centers are, because of the large
quasi-degeneracy of d shells, typical examples of such species
and belong to the most advanced quantum chemical
applications of DMRG.26,42,64−66
The DMRG method is a variational procedure, which
optimizes the wave function in the form of MPS.37 The
practical version of DMRG is the two-site algorithm, which
provides the wave function in the two-site MPS form
|ΨMPS⟩ =

∑ Aα Aα
1

{α}

2

Article

cluster geometry on the energy and spin ordering, we
performed broken-symmetry (BS) DFT geometry optimizations for diﬀerent spin states of this cluster, using the TPSSh
functional and a mixed aug-cc-pVDZ (Fe, S) and cc-pVDZ
(H,C) basis set, which we denote as (aug)-cc-pVDZ. This
basis set has 568 basis functions. We determined 3 geometries,
labeled 2A, 2B, and 2C. Geometry 2A was obtained by
optimizing the high spin 2S + 1 = 19 state, corresponding to
the maximal number of Fe-d electrons for the considered
oxidation number being unpaired and having parallel spin.
Both geometries 2B and 2C were obtained by optimizing the
spin singlet. These correspond to distinct minima of the
geometry optimization, energetically equivalent within chemical accuracy at the mean ﬁeld level, but diﬀering by the relative
positions of the Fe2+ and Fe3+ atoms. We show a sample
geometry (2A) in Figure 1 and refer to the SI for the .xyz ﬁles

··· W αiαi+1 ··· Aαn|α1α2 ··· αn⟩
(1)

where αi ∈ {|0⟩, |↓⟩, |↑⟩, |↓↑⟩} for a given pair of adjacent
indices [i, (i + 1)], W is a four index tensor, which corresponds
to the eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltonian expanded in
the tensor product space of four tensor spaces deﬁned on an
ordered orbital chain, so-called left block (Ml dimensional
tensor space), left site (four dimensional tensor space of ith
orbital), right site (four dimensional tensor space of (i + 1)th
orbital), and right block (Mr dimensional tensor space). The
MPS matrices A are obtained by successive application of the
singular value decomposition (SVD) with truncation on the
W’s and iterative optimization by going through the ordered
orbital chain from left to right and then sweeping back and
forth.61 The maximum dimension of MPS matrices which is
required for a given accuracy, so-called bond dimension [Mmax
= max(Ml, Mr)], can be regarded as a function of the level of
entanglement in the studied system.67 Among others, Mmax
strongly depends on the order of orbitals along the onedimensional chain68,69 as well as their type.70−72
Similarly to ASCI, DMRG can replace the exact diagonalization in the CASSCF procedure, which leads to the formulation
of the method usually denoted as DMRG-SCF.73,74 Since
diﬀerent elements of the two-particle reduced density matrices
(2-RDMs) are collected at diﬀerent iterations of the DMRG
sweep,75 the one-site DMRG algorithm has to be used for the
ﬁnal computations of the 2-RDMs to ensure the same accuracy
of all their elements.73
As was mentioned above, the studied systems are prone to
spin contamination. There exist spin-adapted formulations of
quantum chemical DMRG;76−78 however since the spinadapted version of the MOLMPS program,42 which was used
in the current study, is under development, we used an
approach similar to the one described in the previous section.
In particular, we penalized higher spin states of the given spin
projection by an additional term added to the Hamiltonian
(λStot2).

Each geometry was obtained by performing a BS-DFT optimization
with diﬀerent target spin states 2S + 1. We considered three
geometries. The BS-DFT calculations used a mixed aug-cc-pVDZ (Fe,
S) cc-pVDZ (C, H) basis set and the TPSSh functional. We also
include the geometry in ref 26 in our study as reference. We, further,
list the ROHF energies for the high spin (HS, 2S + 1 = 19) states in
each cluster geometry, which we localized and used as the starting
point for the CASSCF orbital optimizations.

3. METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS
In this study, we consider the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 clusters, with
Me = CH3, which correspond to a family of comparatively
simple model systems of experimental and theoretical interest,
since they serve as approximate structural motifs of the
complex iron based catalytic centers in biologically relevant
enzymes.26,79−83 Formally, the −2 charge corresponds to an
average oxidation number of +2.5, which can be interpreted as
two pairs of Fe(II) and Fe(III) atoms. To study the eﬀect of

containing the Cartesian coordinates. In Table 1, we provide
the summary of the cluster labels and spin states, together with
the BS-DFT energies. To provide a transparent comparison
with previous studies, we also used the geometry in ref 26,
which we label here as 2R. In the SI, we further include the
ROHF and CASSCF energies for 5 geometries of the
[Fe3S4(SMe)3]−2 clusters, which we used as test systems to
benchmark our algorithms, as well as similar results for the 2R

Figure 1. Sample geometry 2A for the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 clusters.

Table 1. Summary Table Relating the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2
Cluster Labels to Their Geometriesa
cluster

2S + 1

BS-DFT

2A (Fe4)
2B (Fe4)
2C (Fe4)
2R26 (Fe4)

19
1
1

−8401.048191
−8401.092653
−8401.092522

HS-ROHF (2S + 1)
−8389.083540
−8389.026178
−8389.024431
−8388.979087

(19)
(19)
(19)
(19)

a
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geometry with the def2-SVP basis set, to oﬀer a direct
comparison with the results reported in ref 26.
For each cluster geometry [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 and spin state,
we optimized its orbitals using the following protocol: First, we
performed a Restricted Open-Shell Hartree−Fock (ROHF)
calculation on a high-spin (HS) state, namely, 2S + 1 = 19. We
report the HS-ROHF energies, obtained with the (aug)-ccpVDZ basis set, in the last column of Table 1. Already at the
mean-ﬁeld level, we can observe a huge eﬀect on the energy
due to slight geometry variations. In particular, we note that,
with the mixed (aug)-cc-pVDZ basis set, the reference
geometry 2R is not optimal for the oxidation state considered
here, and that the 2A geometry, optimized for the high spin
state, is the most stable at the ROHF level. Further details
regarding the ROHF starting points can be found in the SI.
Those ROHF orbitals then serve as starting points for
CASSCF orbital optimizations. For most of our calculations,
we used a (54e, 36o) active space, including 20 (5 × 4) Fe-3d,
12 (3 × 4) bridge S-3p orbitals, and the four (1 × 4) ligand S3p orbitals that point into the corresponding Fe atom. To
simplify the active space identiﬁcation, we performed a Pipek−
Mezey84 orbital localization of the core and valence orbitals
separately, as has been done in previous studies of these
systems to deﬁne the same active space.26 Despite the fact that
neither the ROHF, nor the ASCI and DMRG energies are
invariant under such localization (due to mixing of open- and
closed-shells), it is advantageous for the post-HF processing
since it allows us to choose chemically motivated active spaces
easily, it improves the CASSCF convergence, and further
simpliﬁes the interpretation of correlation functions.
Whether CASSCF captures the correct physical behavior can
be active space dependent, especially in strongly correlated
systems such as iron-based clusters.41 Therefore, we study the
eﬀect of the active space choice in the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2
clusters, considering active spaces of increasing size.

Article

ligand eﬀects are likely to be important for a quantitative
description of the system, and they are known
experimentally to change photoemission spectra appreciably in the valence region of iron−sulfur cubanes.81,82
• (86e, 52o): The largest active space we considered
enhances the (54e, 36o) one by adding the 12 (3 × 4)
Fe-3p, as well as the four (1 × 4) Fe-3s orbitals.
Although chemical intuition may suggest that an explicit
treatment of these orbitals in the active space should be
unnecessary, our results below indicate that including
them helps unbias the CASSCF optimization process, as
well as accounting for a sizable contribution to the
correlation energy.
In this work, we study of the eﬀect of active space choice in
the total energy as a function of spin state, the relative spin
energy gaps, charge densities, as well as the magnetic structure
of the cluster on the example of the 2A geometry.
We used SP-ASCI as the CAS solver approximation in these
active spaces. Following the suggestions in ref 41, we
performed a stepwise orbital optimization, performing
sequential ASCI-SCF calculations in which we systematically
increase the number of determinants in the solver, starting with
105 determinants, and increasing as 2.5 × 105, 106, 2 × 106, and
5 × 106. In terms of CSF families, this sequence corresponds
for the (52e, 36o) active space to approximately 4, 20, 50, 100,
and 230 CSF families, respectively. Although the ﬁrst two
optimizations contain a small number of CSF families, we have
observed that we reach lower energies by starting there, as
opposed to starting the CASSCF optimization from the ROHF
orbitals directly with a 106 ASCI-SCF calculation. This may
point to some eﬀective preoptimization of the inactive orbitals.
While the union of the CSF families contains as many CSFs
as Slater determinants, not all CSFs in the families have the
spin of interest. For example, the CSF family consisting of two
singly occupied orbitals, with one electron of spin up and one
electron of spin down, has two CSFs (and two Slater
determinants): one of the CSFs corresponds to a spin singlet,
the other to a spin triplet. Hence, when interested in a
particular spin state, a given CSF family has less relevant CSFs
than the total number of Slater determinants, leading to
expansions in CSFs being more compact than in terms of
Slater determinants.39 Thus, to assess the variational ﬂexibility
of our SP-ASCI method, it is necessary to transform from the
number of Slater determinants to the number of CSFs of right
spin. Since we are always after the lowest possible spin for a
given spin-z quantum number [this means a singlet when there
are the same number of electrons of spin up and down Ne,↑ =
Ne,↓, a triplet when Ne,↑ = Ne,↓ + 2, etc.], we can relate the
number of CSFs of right spin NCSF
M=S in a given family to the
corresponding number of determinants Nd as (see Chapter 2 in
ref 39)

• (22e, 20o): This is a minimal active space, containing
exclusively the 20 (5 × 4) Fe-3d orbitals and electrons.
While the Fe electrons are likely the main actors in the
catalytic properties of the cluster, this active space does
not account explicitly for charge or spin ﬂuctuations
between the iron and sulfur centers and, thus, can only
account implicitly for the double-exchange mechanism,
which typically governs the magnetic correlations in
transition metal clusters of mixed oxidation number.85
Still, recent studies58 have shown that this type of
minimal active space may be enough to capture energy
gaps, and thus, we include it in our study. It further
oﬀers an important point of reference to infer the role of
the additional orbitals included in the subsequent active
spaces.
• (46e, 32o): This active space includes the 20 (5 × 4) Fe3d orbitals and further the 12 (3 × 4) S-3p orbitals of
the four bridging S atoms. Thus, it is the minimal active
space to explicitly account for double-exchange interactions, missing an explicit treatment of the ligand sulfur
orbitals.
• (54e, 36o): This active space further includes the four (1
× 4) S-3p orbitals from the ligand S atoms pointing
toward their bonded Fe center. This is the same active
space considered in ref 26 and accounts for ligand eﬀects
into the iron−sulfur cluster. Given the relatively small
size of the cluster, including only four Fe centers, these

NSCSF
=M
N

d

=

2S + 1
Smax + S + 1

(2)

where Smax is the maximal spin possible in the spin family. For
the FeS clusters and active spaces considered in this work,
where the maximal possible spin is 2Smax + 1 = 19, this means
that in our singlet calculations the number of singlet CSFs
corresponds approximately to 10% of the total number of
determinants. Therefore, in the largest SP-ASCI calculations,
including ∼5 × 106 determinants and ∼230 CSF families, we
include ∼5 × 105 singlet CSFs. For quintet calculations, this
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increases to ∼2 × 106 CSFs. A comprehensive table presenting
the number of determinants, CSF families, and CSFs of right
spin for the largest SP-ASCI calculations in the diﬀerent
geometries, active spaces, and spin states is provided in the SI.
The CASSCF optimizations performed in this work are
highly complex, prone to falling into local minima. This
becomes particularly apparent when comparing the CASSCF
energies for diﬀerent spin states of the same geometry, which
often would show gaps of several mHa, in extreme cases even
>10 mHa. In these cases, following the suggestions in ref 41,
we attempt to escape the local minima of, for example, spin
state S by restarting its CASSCF with the optimized orbitals of
spin state S ± 1. Alternatively, within the SP-ASCI framework,
we can restart the CASSCF with orbitals obtained from a low
determinant ASCI-SCF without imposing the total-spin
conservation symmetry, introducing spin contamination but
potentially escaping local minima. Restarting the optimization
again, recovering the spin conservation, can then result in
lower energies if a better minimum is found. We continue this
process until the CASSCF energy converges within 1 mHa. It
is important to note that this strategy does not guarantee
reaching the global minimum during the CASSCF optimization, and instead, the results correspond just to stable local
minima. This is unavoidable in complex nonlinear optimizations as the ones pursued here, involving 584 basis functions
and large active spaces. Still, obtaining physical magnitudes,
such as spin gaps and correlation functions, in good agreement
with the theoretical and experimental literature gives us
conﬁdence that our results are representative of the actual
chemistry of these clusters.
To obtain an estimate of the FCI energy within the active
spaces, we performed ASCI+PT2 extrapolations34 with the
optimized CASSCF orbitals. For this, we computed ASCI
+PT2 energies for truncations of 5 × 105, 106, 2 × 106, 5 × 106
determinants (and up to 7 × 106 determinants for the largest
active space calculations), and then ﬁt the ASCI+PT2 energy
versus the PT2 correction as a straight line. The value for the
ﬁtted y intercept corresponds to our best estimate for the
energy with no perturbtative correction, that is, the FCI limit.
This is a common practice for selected conﬁguration
interaction approaches.50,86,87 We report the uncertainty of
the y intercept as a measure of the systematic error of the
extrapolation. Notably, this extrapolation is less straightforward
for the Fe−S cubanes than for smaller systems previously
studied with ASCI, since the ASCI+PT2 energies do not follow
a perfect linear dependency as a function of the PT2
correction. Additionally, the adequacy of the linear ﬁt can
depend on the system studied. In particular in this work,
geometry 2C observed a noticeably larger deviation than the
other geometries, resulting in larger uncertainty in the
extrapolated energies because of the dismissal of outliers in
the ﬁt (see caption in Table 3). Despite this inconveniences,
the perturbative extrapolation oﬀers a viable estimate of the
missing dynamical correlation in the ASCI wave function with
quantiﬁable ﬁt error.
Given the inherent complexity of the electronic structure in
FeS clusters, we subsequently investigate them with DMRG,
which as discussed above is based on a diﬀerent heuristic than
ASCI. We use the CASSCF orbitals optimized by ASCI as
starting points for further CASSCF orbital optimization, this
time using the DMRG approach as a solver and bond
dimensions M = 2000. In the case of DMRG-SCF, active−
active orbital rotations were not considered, while these do
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enter in the ASCI-SCF optimization, see SI. Once this
subsequent approximation is converged, we performed
accurate DMRG calculations with the dynamical block state
selection (DBSS)68 and predeﬁned truncation error TRE =
10−6 (unless otherwise stated, depending on the structure and
spin state, this corresponds up to M = 16 000). As far as
computational complexity is concerned, our implementation of
both DMRG and ASCI methodologies have similar timings.
Our correlated CAS calculations on diﬀerent geometries and
spin states provide an improved description of the tunability of
the magnetic and electronic properties of Fe−S cubanes with
respect to single-reference methodologies, such as mean-ﬁeld
theory or BS-DFT. Further, as mentioned in the introduction,
the optimized single-particle orbitals obtained from the
MCSCF self-consistency can serve as starting point for fully
correlated studies of these systems, recovering the dynamical
correlation beyond the active space, which in this study we
neglect within the CASSCF variational Ansatz. The complexity
of such calculations puts them however well beyond the scope
of this paper. Hence, rather than the highest accuracy to sub
mHa (meV) level, we strive to a consistent description to
chemical accuracy, that is, ∼2 mHa. The use of two
complementary solvers allows us to increase the conﬁdence
in the reliability of our results within this precision, reducing
the bias in our physical conclusions, and validating the diﬀerent
approximations inherent to both approaches.
Finally, we note that we performed additional calculations
on some of the clusters to better illustrate our conclusions. For
instance, we performed ASCI-PT2 and DMRG calculations on
the unoptimized, although localized, ROHF orbitals, in order
to investigate the eﬀect of the CASSCF optimization, as well as
ASCI calculations on the high-spin state using the singlet
CASSCF optimized orbitals to estimate total spin gaps. As
discussed above, we also tested diﬀerent active spaces for the
2A cluster and include a brief note on basis set choice in the SI.
The BS-DFT and ROHF calculations were performed in
NWChem, 88 FCI-CASSCF (see SI) calculations were
performed in MOLPRO,89,90 ASCI-based calculations were
performed with a modiﬁed version of QChem,91 and the
DMRG(-SCF) calculations were performed with the
MOLMPS program42 interfaced to ORCA.92,93

4. RESULTS
4.1. Discussion of Geometries. The cluster geometry
plays a crucial role in the catalytic activity of iron−sulfur
clusters, particularly considering the high tunability of the
protein environment in which they are often embedded. For
the cubane systems considered in this work, the relevant
parameters describing the FeS “cube”, i.e., the Fe−S bond
lengths, the Fe−Fe distances and the Fe−S−Fe angles, are
equivalent to averages in crystallographic data for similar
compounds.94,95 These geometries are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from an ideal cube. The average Fe−S−Fe angles are ∼75°, in
very good agreement with the experimental values where the
corresponding average angle is 73.81°,94 but signiﬁcantly
smaller than a right angle that is present in an ideal cube.
Similarly, in a perfect cube, the average Fe−Fe distance would
be exactly √2 times the average Fe−S bond length. However,
our geometries show deviations of 12−16% from this ideal
relation, consistent with the deviations of 15% in the
experimental geometry. Besides the departure from the ideal
cubic geometry, these clusters present a further asymmetry:
within the Fe−Fe distances in a given cluster, there are always
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Table 2. Extrapolated ASCI and DMRG Energies (E −
8380.0 Ha) for the (54e, 36o) active space of
[Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2, Using the High Spin (2S + 1 = 19) ROHF
Orbitals, Localized with Pipek−Mezey, with the (aug)-ccpVDZ Basisa

two Fe-pairs with shorter distance than all other possible
combinations. For geometries 2B, 2C, and 2R, this diﬀerence is
only slight (the shorter Fe−Fe distances are ∼3% smaller), but
geometry 2A has a more pronounced asymmetry with the
shorter Fe−Fe distance being ∼11% smaller. As our results
suggest, this subtle diﬀerence in the geometry has huge
consequences to the electronic structure: it reduces the largest
spin gap, that is, the energy diﬀerence between the most stable
singlet and the 2S + 1 = 19 conﬁgurations, by a factor of 3!
This is a remarkable manifestation of the electronic tunability
of these catalytic centers as a result of small variations in the
cube’s geometry. The actual values for the Fe−Fe and Fe−S
bond lengths, as well as the Fe−S−Fe angles, are tabulated in
the SI.
Experimentally, in solid state, the geometries of derivatives
o f t h e pr e s e n t c al c u l at e d c o m po u n d s , t h a t i s ,
[Fe4S4(SCH2Ph)4]2− and [Fe4S4(SPh)4]2− have been measured; the average Fe−Fe distances are 2.747 Å94 and 2.736
Å,95 respectively, while the average Fe−S distance is 2.286 Å
for both anions. Comparing our calculated average Fe−Fe and
Fe−S distances with these available crystallographic data, we
found that our average calculated Fe−Fe distances of the 2A2C structures are about 0.5−8% elongated, while our Fe−S
distances are elongated about 2−4% with respect to the
experimental data. These deviations are reasonable, given that
the experimental data correspond to derivatives of our
calculated [Fe4S4(SMe)4]2− units in the solid state, and
hence, we are conﬁdent that our geometries are representative
of the actual FeS clusters in catalytic centers.
4.2. ASCI and DMRG with Hartree−Fock Orbitals. To
assess the eﬀect of the orbital optimization on the physical
description of the iron−sulfur clusters, we ﬁrst compute the
energies for the low lying spin states with the unoptimized HSROHF orbitals, localized via the Pipek−Mezey scheme. We
report the variational ASCI and DMRG energies in the (54e,
36o) active space for the Fe4 clusters in Table 2. To provide a
comparison with the existing literature, we report the energies
of the low lying spin states for the 2R geometry using the def2SVP basis set in the SI.
We observe that the ASCI and DMRG energies in Table 2
follow the same hierarchy as the mean-ﬁeld energies in Table
1, with 2A being the most stable geometry and 2R the least
stable one. The DMRG energy gaps between consecutive spin
states are nonetheless comparable between geometries,
typically ∼1 mHa. Notice that the ASCI and DMRG energies
in Table 2 are above the canonical ROHF energies in Table 1,
which is due to the aforementioned localization of ROHF
orbitals mixing open- and closed-shells. Further, inspecting the
DMRG energies for the 2B and 2C geometry, we observe that
the energetic degeneracy present at the mean ﬁeld level (c.f.,
the BS-DFT and ROHF energies in Table 1) is lifted with this
correlated description. Indeed, the singlet states of 2B and 2C
are now split by an appreciable gap of ∼5 mHa, signiﬁcantly
larger than the gap between spin states in the same geometry.
We note that the ASCI+PT2 extrapolated energies in Table
2 show large gaps of tens of mHa between the diﬀerent spin
states, as well as comparably large extrapolation errors. These
gaps are not consistent with either previous results in the
literature,26 or with our DMRG calculations in the right most
column of Table 2, or indeed with the trends observed for the
Fe3 clusters in the SI. Furthermore, the PT2 extrapolations in
these systems are rather unreliable, since the perturbative
corrections are quite large (>60 mHa), and the convergence

cluster geom.

2S + 1

2A

5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1

2B

2C

2R

ASCI+PT2 extrapol.
−9.0202
−8.9580
−8.9645
−8.8975
−8.9448
−8.9054
−8.8685
−8.9010
−8.8751
−8.8772
−8.8828
−8.8484

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.0024
0.0074
0.0101
0.0389
0.0094
0.0169
0.0451
0.0118
0.0137
0.0146
0.0164
0.0166

DMRG (TRE = 5 × 10−6)
−9.011678
−9.011427
−9.012364
−8.989614
−8.990533
−8.991705
−8.985393
−8.986240
−8.987101
−8.928211
−8.929151
−8.930184

a

The ASCI-PT2 extrapolations to the FCI limit use a linear
extrapolation from calculations with 5 × 105, 1 × 106, 2 × 106, and
5 × 106 determinants. The error bars correspond to the standard
deviation of the linear ﬁt, and are thus just a measure of the
extrapolation error alone. The DMRG energies for the 2R geometry
used TRE = 10−5.

behavior is far from linear in several of the spin states and used
geometries. Indeed, for the 2A, 2B, and 2C geometries we
dismissed, as a clear outlier, the 5 × 105 ASCI calculation in
the extrapolation since it shows poor convergence toward the
FCI limit. These issues are symptomatic of ASCI converging
very slowly in the localized ROHF orbital basis. These
convergence issues are not entirely surprising, since the
number of CSFs we include is smaller than has been observed
necessary in simpler systems in other selected CI implementations.96 In a sense, this is a prize to pay for the current spinpure implementation of ASCI: a penalty to the variational
ﬂexibility in order to keep spin symmetry unbroken. For
smaller molecular systems, rotations to an approximate natural
orbital basis drastically improve the ASCI convergence in
terms of determinants. Unfortunately, these cubane clusters
have a too pronounced multireference character in the
localized ROHF basis, such that even at 5 million determinants
the one-particle reduced density matrix (1-RDM) is not
representative for the true ground state, and thus the
corresponding natural orbital rotation does not resolve the
convergence problem. Instead, a more sophisticated singleparticle rotation is needed for ASCI to provide reliable results
in these exceptionally complex systems, and thus we turn our
attention to CASSCF orbital optimization. We will see that
once we perform the orbital optimization, the ground state
wave functions become much more compact, and SP-ASCI
truncations of ∼5 million determinants provide an accurate
description of these systems, in good agreement with DMRG.
4.3. CASSCF with ASCI and DMRG. The CASSCF
energies for the low lying spin states for the four cluster
geometries, employing SP-ASCI and DMRG as solvers with a
(52e, 36o) active space, are summarized in Table 3. In the case
of ASCI we report extrapolated energies to the FCI limit,
complementing ASCI with second order perturbation theory.34
For accurate DMRG calculations, we have used the tight
truncation error criterion TRE = 10−6.
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Table 3. CASSCF and Extrapolated Energies (E − 8380.0 Ha) suing SP-ASCI and DMRG for the (54e, 36o) Active Space of
[Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2, Starting from the High Spin (2S + 1 = 19) ROHF Orbitals, Localized with the Pipek−Mezey Scheme, with
the (aug)-cc-pVDZ Basisa
Cluster

2S + 1

Geom.
2A

2B

2C

2R

5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1

CASSCF

ASCI+PT2 extrapol.

DMRG-SCF

DMRG

SP-ASCI-SCF

SP-ASCI

(M = 2000)

(TRE = 10−6)

−9.154563
−9.155611
−9.155072
−9.124550
−9.124132
−9.122910
−9.089034
−9.088379
−9.088452
−9.073519
−9.071405
−9.069628

−9.155436
−9.155571
−9.155582
−9.126843
−9.126312
−9.126381
−9.092818
−9.091081
−9.091410
−9.074443
−9.072118
−9.072103

−9.150451
−9.150856
−9.150950
−9.117029
−9.117290
−9.117792
−9.089257
−9.088027
−9.090888
−9.063877
−9.062709
−9.063875

−9.1553
−9.1554
−9.1554
−9.1230
−9.1239
−9.1239
−9.0953
−9.0924
−9.0967
−9.0714
−9.0690
−9.0705

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.0010
0.0008
0.0007
0.0013
0.0009
0.0011
0.0010
0.0013
0.0017
0.0010
0.0010
0.0007

a
For the CASSCF energies with ASCI, the results correspond to calculations with 5 × 106 determinants. These are the ﬁnal steps of a series of SPASCI-SCF calculations starting at 1 × 105 determinants and progressively increasing the number of determinants to improve the orbitals
sequentially. The ASCI+PT2 extrapolated results are estimating the FCI limit using a linear extrapolation from calculations with 5 × 105, 1 × 106, 2
× 106, and 5 × 106 determinants, starting from the orbitals obtained from the SP-ASCI-SCF with 5 × 106 determinants. The error bars correspond
to the standard deviation of the linear ﬁt, and are thus just a measure of the extrapolation error alone. The extrapolation for the 2C singlet state was
performed considering only the last with 3 calculations.

space, neglected in this work, is likely to have a larger eﬀect on
the spin ordering. Hence, we refrain from further reﬁning our
CAS calculations in this regard, as our current accuracy suﬃces
to provide for a reliable, orbital-optimized starting point for
subsequent studies.
In contrast to the spin ordering, it is possible to make
stronger claims about the largest spin gap in the systems, that
is, the gap between the lowest (2S + 1 = 1) and largest (2S + 1
= 19) spin states. We summarize such gaps for the diﬀerent
geometries in Table 4, in which we compute the high spin

The diﬀerent geometries show minute energy gaps between
subsequent spin states. We note the good agreement between
ASCI and DMRG, which on average diﬀer by just 2.2 mHa,
that is, approximately chemical accuracy (1.6 mHa or 43.5
meV). This level of agreement between two methods relying
on signiﬁcantly distinct wave function Ansätze is a crucial
validation for studying strongly correlated molecules of this
complexity. Moreover, since DMRG has been validated as
CASSCF solver against FCI (see Fe3 results in the SI), this
agreement shows that ASCI plus perturbative correction also
provides an accurate CAS approximation to use in the orbital
optimization. [It is important to remember that this does not
mean that we have reached a global minimum in the CASSCF
optimization but that the DMRG-SCF optimization subsequent to ASCI-SCF did not ﬁnd a better set of orbitals in these
cases. We note that this is still a possible outcome, and in
particular, we show an example of this situation in the SI for
the def2-SVP basis set calculations in the 2R geometry.]
Furthermore, the CASSCF optimized orbitals resolve the
convergence issues that ASCI presents in the ROHF orbital
basis, resulting in more reliable perturbative extrapolations,
with errors of ∼1 mHa. We ﬁnd, thus, that the orbital
optimization greatly condenses the wave function expansion in
terms of Slater determinants, making our ∼5 million
determinant truncation comparatively accurate to DMRG.
For all geometries, we observe the singlet state to be the
most stable at the variational CASSCF level, with the exception
of the 2R geometry, in which the singlet and quintet are
essentially degenerate. In general, the observed energy gaps are
approximately 1 mHa or smaller. Upon extrapolation to the full
CI limit with ASCI+PT2, the gaps remain small, and some
degree of spin reordering is apparent. However, since in this
case the gaps are of the order of magnitude of our
extrapolation error, it is not possible to make any deﬁnitive
statement about the actual spin orderings in the FCI limit.
Achieving higher accuracy would be possible by increasing the
number of determinants in ASCI, or the bond dimension in
DMRG. However, the dynamical correlation beyond the active

Table 4. SP-ASCI Energies (E − 8380.0 Ha), Plus PT2
Corrections, of the High Spin State 2S + 1 = 19 for the
Diﬀerent [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 Cluster Geometries in the (54e,
36o) Active Space with (aug)-cc-pVDZ Basisa
geometry
2A
2B
2C
2R

2S + 1 = 19 energy [Ha]
SP-ASCI (PT2)
−9.149945
−9.108935
−9.081856
−9.054036

(−0.000020)
(−0.000012)
(−0.000018)
(−0.000014)

variational
gap [meV]
−27.2
−242.2
−244.9
−266.7

extrapolated gap
[meV]
−149.7
−408.2
−405.4
−449.0

(−95.2)
(−487.1)
(−462.6)
(−503.4)

a

The energies are computed using the CASSCF orbitals optimized for
the singlet state. The last two columns report the spin gap in meV
−
between the high spin and singlet states, computed as E2S+1=1
0
, where the corresponding singlet energies were taken from
E2S+1=19
0
Table 3. We report variational spin gaps, as well as extrapolated spin
gaps including the PT2 correction. The numbers in parentheses are
the spin gaps computed in the localized ROHF basis using DMRG.

energies with ASCI using the CASSCF optimized orbitals for
the corresponding singlet state. This is likely a minor
approximation in these systems, since we have observed that
performing the CASSCF optimization on the high spin states
explicitly only lowered the energy by ∼1−2 mHa. We, further,
report in parentheses the equivalent gaps computed in the
localized ROHF basis with DMRG. While the high-spin state is
generally higher in energy, we observe a strong geometry
dependence for this gap, in several cases well resolved with the
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accuracy of our methods. In particular, the 2A geometry
presents the smallest extrapolated gap, of only ∼150 meV
(∼5.5 mHa), approximately three times smaller than the gap
for the other geometries. This is signiﬁcant, since geometry 2A
was optimized for the high spin state, resulting in a more
pronounced asymmetry in the Fe−Fe bonds discussed in
section 4.1. While these trends can be observed in both the
localized ROHF and optimized CASSCF orbital bases, the
orbital optimization reduces the gaps appreciably for all but the
2A geometry.
Comparing the CASSCF results in Table 3 with the DMRG
energies in the ROHF basis from Table 2, we note a signiﬁcant
energy stabilization. Indeed, in the 2R geometry we observe
over 100 mHa energy diﬀerence between the results before
and after the CASSCF optimization. Including the bridging
and ligand S-3p orbitals is capturing a relevant component of
the correlation energy, supported by the double-exchange
picture97−99 which is used to motivate the spin structure in
these clusters. Below we study the correlation energy as a
function of the active space size, which will further strengthen
this interpretation. The eﬀective energy gap between the
reference geometry 2R and geometries 2A−2C increases upon
orbital optimization, while the gaps between spin states are
similar for both ROHF and optimized CASSCF orbitals.
Moreover, the gap between the 2B and 2C singlet states
increases signiﬁcantly upon CASSCF optimization, from ∼5
mHa using localized ROHF orbitals and DMRG (see Table 2)
to ∼35 mHa with the optimized CASSCF orbitals (see Table
3). This underlines the importance of the orbital optimization
to accurately describe the electronic structure of these
complicated clusters. Further, this huge energy gap resulting
from the slight geometry diﬀerences between 2B and 2C, as
well as the spin gaps shown in Table 4, highlight the
exceptional geometry dependence of the electronic properties
of these clusters, which underlies the catalytic tunability and
prowess of FeS complexes. Given the size of the singlet-tohigh-spin gaps in Table 6, as well as the energy gaps between
diﬀerent geometries, it is reasonable to expect that our
conclusions will still apply after recovering dynamical
correlation beyond the active space.
Beyond just considering the energetics, it is interesting to
investigate the change of character of the active space orbitals
upon the CASSCF optimization. In Figure 2 we show sample
orbitals before and after the CASSCF optimization for the 2A
geometry, and 2S + 1 = 1 spin state. We observe that there are
still 20 orbitals of essentially exclusive Fe-3d character,
compare, the two lower left panel in Figure 2. However,
these present at times some degree of pairing into Fe-dimers.
By this we mean that some of these orbitals are linear
combinations of Fe-3d localized on two Fe centers. For
instance, note how in the lower left panel of Figure 2, besides a
dominant Fe-3d contribution in one of the four iron centers,
there is a minor yet signiﬁcant Fe-3d contribution from
another iron center, bridged by the connecting S-3p orbitals.
Further, for geometries where this pairing is strongly present, it
deﬁnes two clear pairs, that is, we only observe pairing between
Fe-3d orbitals in Fe atom pairs 1−2 and 3−4, but never
between 3 and 1 or 3 and 2. These pairs coincide with the
shortest Fe−Fe distances in the corresponding geometry,
compare section 4.1.
This is a noteworthy phenomenon, since it is consistent with
the magnetic structure expected for the low spin states of these
systems: two high-spin Fe-dimers antiferromagnetically

Article

Figure 2. Sample orbitals before (HS-ROHF) and after the CASSCF
rotation, for the 2A [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cluster geometry, spin state 2S +
1 = 1. The CASSCF results correspond to the ﬁnal optimization,
using the SP-ASCI solver with 5 × 106 determinants. For the localized
HS-ROHF, we show two orbitals from the Fe-3d set and 2 orbitals
from the S-3p set. For the CASSCF calculation, we select two orbitals
each of the same sections of the active space, which present signiﬁcant
changes with respect to the localized HS-ROHF orbitals.

coupled to result in an overall singlet state. Still, single-particle
orbitals are not physically well-deﬁned magnitudes. Thus, we
conﬁrm this picture by computing actual observables, such as
spin−spin correlation functions CSa,b = ⟨S⃗a × S⃗b⟩0, accessible
through the 2-RDM, where a and b denote single-particle
orbitals and ⟨·⟩0 denotes a ground state expectation value.
From these correlation functions, we can evaluate eﬀective spin
multiplicities for the 3d-orbitals of the two Fe-dimers present
in each [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cluster. These eﬀective multiplicities
are shown in the upper panels of Figure 3, with two triangle
markers of diﬀerent orientation corresponding to each one of
the two dimers in each geometry. The 2-RDM’s were
computed from the CASSCF optimized SP-ASCI wave
functions with 5 million determinants. The left panels show
eﬀective multiplicities in the CASSCF orbital basis, the right

Figure 3. Eﬀective spin multiplicity 2S + 1 for diﬀerent subsets of Fe3d orbitals from the CASSCF optimized SP-ASCI wave functions of
the four cluster geometries with the (aug)-cc-pVDZ basis set and the
(54e, 36o) active space. Upper panels: Multiplicities considering the
Fe-3d orbitals of the two ferromagnetically coupled Fe-dimers within
the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cluster. The left panel is computed in the
CASSCF basis, the right panel is rotated to the localized ROHF basis.
Lower panels: Multiplicities considering the Fe-3d orbitals of all four
Fe atoms, in the CASSCF basis (left) and rotated to the localized
ROHF basis (right). See text for details.
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panels in the localized ROHF orbital basis (i.e., the 2-RDM
was rotated back to the localized ROHF basis). In the
CASSCF orbital basis (left panels), we observe high and equal
eﬀective multiplicities of 2Seff + 1 − 10 for all Fe-dimers in all
geometries and all total spin states. This corresponds, in its
simplest interpretation, to 9 unpaired electrons of parallel spin.
Each dimer is composed of two ferromagnetically coupled Fe
atoms. Since this is independent of the total spin state of the
cluster, that is, the Fe-dimers are high-spin for all singlet, triplet
and quintet, this suggests a weak ligand ﬁeld splitting for the
3d-orbitals of the Fe-centers, as well as a dominant doubleexchange mechanism producing ferromagnetic order. When
considering then the eﬀective multiplicity due to the 3dorbitals of all four Fe atoms (lower panels in Figure 3), we see
that in the CASSCF orbital basis (left panel) the Fe-3d orbitals
account for the full cluster spin, showing that the high-spin Fedimers couples antiferromagnetically with diﬀerent relative
orientations to give the total spin states. Rotating the 2-RDMs
to the localized ROHF basis, and recomputing the eﬀective
dimer and [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 mutiplicities in terms of the
localized Fe-3d orbitals, the picture changes slightly, see right
panels in Figure 3. Here, the Fe-dimers have a slightly reduced
eﬀective multiplicity, though still possessing a high-spin
indicative of ferromagnetic correlation, and the full Fe-3d
orbital manifold does not account for the total spin state of the
cubane cluster. These changes suggest the presence of spin
ﬂuctuations from the Fe-3d orbitals into the rest of the system,
likely the S-3p orbitals.
We can also observe similar ﬂuctuations between the Fe-3d
and S-3p orbitals in the orbital charge density, by examining
the diagonal terms of the 1-RDM. In the lower panel of Figure
4, we show the orbital charge densities for the Fe-3s/3p, as well
as valence S-3p and Fe-3d orbitals for the 2A cluster geometry,
singlet state. These correspond to the diagonal 1-RDM
components, rotated back to the localized ROHF basis. The
orbital charge densities in the optimized CASSCF molecular
orbitals are shown in the upper panel of the same ﬁgure. As the
ﬁgure shows, there is clear charge density ﬂuctuations from the
localized Fe-3d orbitals into the S-3p.
To further support the double-exchange mechanism, we
have studied pairwise orbital correlations by means of the
mutual information.61 Since the mutual information is a twoorbital (rather than a two-electron) quantity, it includes certain
elements of 4-point correlation functions (i.e., ground state
expectation values including up to four pairs of creation/
annihilation operators).100 We considered Fe-3d orbitals
grouped by Fe-atom, as well as S-3p orbitals grouped by S
atom, and show the mutual information between these groups
in Figure 5. We show the mutual information between these
groups from the 2A DMRG singlet wave function in the
ROHF localized basis, using the (54e, 36o) active space in the
left panel. We observe clear signatures of correlation between
the Fe1−Fe4 and Fe2−Fe3 dimers, which correspond to the
ferromagnetically pairs identiﬁed with the spin−spin correlation functions in Figure 3. We further observe some minor,
though noticeable degree of correlation between the Fe-3d and
bridge S-3p (S1−S4) orbitals, while the ligand S-3p (S5−S8)
orbitals have weaker correlation to the Fe-3d’s. The right panel
of Figure 5 shows the diﬀerence between this mutual
information computed in the (54e, 36o) active space, and
the mutual information from a (22e, 20o) active space
calculation. This active space does not include the S-orbitals,
and thus there is no correlation between them and the Fe-3d’s.
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Figure 4. Upper panel: Orbital charge densities in the CASSCF wave
function for the 2A geometry of the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cluster, 2S + 1 =
1, for diﬀerent active spaces in the optimized orbital basis. The wave
function is computed with SP-ASCI, and 5 × 106 determinants. We
label the orbitals by their character before the optimization, that is,
the labels correspond to the original active space order fed into the
CASSCF routine. Lower panel: Same orbital charge densities of same
wave function, in the localized ROHF basis. See text for details.

The diﬀerence ﬁgure thus reveals the eﬀect of the S-3p orbitals
in the Fe−Fe orbital correlations. We observe that including
the S-3p orbitals explicitly changes the Fe−Fe correlations
signiﬁcantly. In particular, it is interesting to note that the
correction to the dimer Fe1−Fe4 and Fe2−Fe3 correlations
have opposite signs. Since the resulting mutual information
(see right panel) are comparable for both panels, this may be
the consequence of asymmetries in the localized ROHF basis.
This analysis of mutual information, as well as the previous
discussion in terms of spin−spin correlation functions and
charge densities, is in perfect agreement with the magnetic
structure expected for these clusters, and further with an
underlying double-exchange interaction between Fe atoms,
mediated by S electrons.
Beyond the Fe-3d pairing, the majority of the remaining
active space orbitals show mixed character between bridge S-3p
orbitals and Fe-3d, further supporting the double-exchange
picture, c.f. lower right panel of Figure 2. Observing both these
features, Fe-3d/Fe-3d pairing and Fe-3d/S-3p bridging,
emerging from the CASSCF optimization is an important
indicative that the optimized orbitals are a fundamentally
better basis to describe the electronic properties of the iron−
sulfur clusters.
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Figure 5. Mutual information for the 2A cluster, singlet state, between diﬀerent orbital groups. Fei corresponds to the valence 3d-orbitals of the i-th
Fe atom, while Si refers to the valence 3p-orbitals of the i-th S atom. The left panel shows the mutual information computed from the ROHF
localized orbitals using the (54e, 36o) active space, while the right panel shows the diﬀerence between the results using the (54e, 36o) and (22e,
20o) active spaces.

not include the “unwanted” orbitals, either by freezing them in
the optimization or by reordering the orbitals between
subsequent CASSCF cycles. Instead, we chose a less biased
approach, and expand the (54e, 36o) active space by including
the 12 Fe-3p and four Fe-3s orbitals, the s added to account for
sp hybridization. This way, we can unambiguously determine
whether the Fe-3p/s orbitals are actually important to describe
the electronic correlation.
For all the active spaces described above, we perform
CASSCF calculations with the SP-ASCI solver following the
exact same procedure as with the (54e, 36o) active space in the
previous section, starting from Pepek-Mezey localized HSROHF orbitals. We report the CASSCF and ASCI+PT2
extrapolated energies for the diﬀerent active spaces, and three
lowest lying spin states for cluster geometry 2A in Table 5.
Examining the CASSCF energies in Table 5, it becomes
clear that the minimal active space (22e, 20o) misses, as
expected, a signiﬁcant amount of the correlation energy, having
a gap with respect to the next active space (46e, 32o) of ∼50
mHa (∼1.4 eV). Furthermore, compared with the high-spin
ROHF energy in Table 1, the (22e, 20o) active space is only
∼5 mHa (∼140 meV) lower in energy (we observe a similar
behavior in the Fe3 results with the (15e, 15o) active space in
the SI). Upon further increase of the active space, we observe
additional stabilization energies: the ligand S-3p orbitals
recover ∼10 mHa (∼280 meV), and the Fe-3p and Fe-s
orbitals surprisingly account for an additional ∼20 mHa (∼560
meV). The fact that the Fe-3s,3p orbitals account for a
comparable amount of correlation energy than the ligand S-3p
indicates that an accurate treatment of the electronic structure
requires both sets, suggesting that larger active spaces than are
usually considered are likely key to accurately predicting the
electrochemical properties of iron−sulfur systems. Similar
conclusions have been drawn from single-point selective CI
and DMRG calculations on the FeMoco cofactor.65 This
notion could explain the observation, noted above, that
optimized orbitals in both the (46e, 32o) and (54e, 36o)
active spaces end up including some Fe-3p orbitals after the
ASCI-SCF calculation.

However, not all optimized orbitals in the active space follow
the previous scheme as nicely as shown in Figure 2. In
particular, throughout all geometries and spin states, several of
the S-3p and Fe-3d orbitals in the (54e, 36o) active space get
substituted by Fe-3p orbitals during the CASSCF calculations.
These orbitals are nonetheless otherwise unmixed with the rest
of the active space constituents and given their nonvalence
character seem unlikely to play a relevant role in the reactive
properties of these clusters. To discern whether the inclusion
of Fe-3p orbitals is an artifact of the optimization or actually
important from a physical point of view, we consider CASSCF
calculations on the 2A geometry with various active space sizes
in the next section.
4.4. The Eﬀect of the Active Space. As mentioned in
section 2, whether CASSCF captures the correct physical
behavior can be active space dependent, especially in strongly
correlated systems, such as iron-based clusters.41 Therefore, we
consider in this subsection the eﬀect of the active space choice
in the example of geometry 2A, the variationally most stable
geometry we consider, both at the mean-ﬁeld and correlated
treatments. Given the previous discussion on the antiferromagnetic coupling between high-spin Fe-dimers, it is likely that
the 2A geometry is the most stable because it has the shortest
relative Fe−Fe dimer bond length within the high spin dimers,
as discussed in the beginning of this section. In this cluster, the
high-spin dimers present a bond length ∼11% smaller than the
others Fe−Fe bonds, while for 2B-R the high spin dimers show
only ∼3% shorter bonds.
Here, we consider the four diﬀerent active spaces described
in detail in section 2: (22e, 20o), which only includes Fe-3d
orbitals, (46e, 32o), which additionally includes the 12 S-3p
orbitals from the bridging S atoms, but excluding the ligand S
orbitals, (54e, 36o), recovering the four ligand S-3p orbitals
pointing toward the Fe atoms, and ﬁnally (86e, 52o), which
also includes the 12 Fe-3p and four Fe-3s orbitals. This largest
active space is meant to address the “orbital intrusion”
observed above for the CASSCF calculations in the (54e,
36o) active space: the unexpected exchange of some of the
active orbitals by Fe-3p ones. One way to deal with this
intrusion would be constraining the CASSCF optimization to
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meV/e−) at ACSI and DMRG, see Figure 6, for both clusters.
This is the reason the states are energetically degenerate for
diﬀerent spin multiplicities. The correlation energy results
mainly from the 3p electrons of S, and it is signiﬁcantly larger
than the 3d electrons of Fe, that is, 2.5 mHa/e− (68 meV/e−)
for the 3p electron of S bridge and 2.0 mHa/e− (54 meV/e−)
for 3p electron of S ligand. It is interesting that the correlation
of the 3s and 3p electrons of Fe is 0.7 mHa/e− (19 meV/e−).
The correlation that stems from S-3p orbitals can be attributed
to two complementary reasons: (i) the S-3p orbitals are
essentially doubly occupied, but there is an interaction with the
low-lying empty 4s orbitals of the Fe2+(5D, 3d6) and Fe3+(6S,
3d5) (see SI); and (ii) the double-exchange interaction of half
occupied Fe-3d and S-3p orbitals, where both the Fe-3d and S3p orbitals need to be included in the active space to account
for the correlation energy. Finally, the correlation because of
the Fe-(3p/3s) orbitals results from the fact that these orbitals
have the right symmetry to couple to both the Fe-3d orbitals
and with the empty Fe-4s ones.
The previous energetic considerations thus seem to suggest
that it is necessary to include all S-3p and even further the Fe3p/3s orbitals into the active space for an accurate description
of ground state of these iron−sulfur clusters. Still, when
examining the charge densities of these CASSCF optimized
orbitals for the diﬀerent active spaces (i.e., the diagonal
elements of the 1-RDMs), represented in the upper panel of
Figure 4 for the 2A geometry in the singlet state, we see that
even when treated explicitly, the Fe-3s,3p orbitals, and indeed
the S-3p/Fe-3d molecular orbitals, are eﬀectively inactive, that
is, consistently doubly occupied in the wave function. Rotating
the corresponding 1-RDM into the localized ROHF basis, we
can compute the charge densities of the atomic Fe-3s/3p/3d
and S-3p orbitals, shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. While
this unveils some degree of charge transfer between the Fe-3d
and S-3p orbitals further supporting a double-exchange
mechanism, the Fe-3s/3p orbitals remain essentially inactive,
with no appreciable charge ﬂuctuations away from them. For
the Fe-3s/3p orbitals this suggests that the origin of the energy
lowering upon their inclusion in the active space may arise
because of an improvement in the orbital optimization process.
Like in the previous section, we examine the spin−spin
correlation functions within the Fe-3d orbitals for the 2A
geometry singlet, triplet and quintet states as a function of the
active space size in Figure 7. In the basis of CASSCF optimized
orbitals (left panels), we see that the picture discussed in
Figure 3 is independent of the size of the active space. Even the
small (22e, 20o) active space, which only includes Fe-3d
orbitals explicitly, can capture the organization of the four Fe
atoms into two high-spin Fe-dimers which couple antiferromagnetically to account for, essentially, the full spin state of the
cluster. When rotating the correlation functions back into the
localized ROHF basis, we once again observe some degree of
spin ﬂuctuation away from the Fe-3d orbitals: the Fe-dimers
have lower eﬀective spin multiplicity (upper right panel in
Figure 7), and the Fe-3d orbitals do not account for the spin
state of the full cluster (lower right panel in Figure 7). The
results are essentially independent of the active space, except
for the fact that in the (46e, 32o) active space, the two highspin Fe-dimers show diﬀerent eﬀective multiplicities.
From the present discussion, we see that the smallest active
space (22e, 20o) describes static properties, such as charge
densities and spin−spin correlations, equally well than more
complex active spaces including S-3p and Fe-3s/3p orbitals.

Table 5. CASSCF and Extrapolated Energies (E − 8380.0
Ha) Using SP-ASCI Diﬀerent Active Spaces for the 2A
Geometry of the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 Cluster, Starting from the
High Spin (2S + 1 = 19) ROHF Orbitals, Localized with the
Pipek−Mezey Schemea
act. space

2S + 1

CASSCF
SP-ASCI-SCF

ASCI + PT2 extrapol.
SP-ASCI

(22e, 20o)

5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1
5
3
1

−9.088122
−9.088318
−9.088439
−9.142546
−9.142428
−9.142759
−9.150451
−9.150856
−9.150950
−9.171896
−9.171579
−9.171783

−9.088360 ± 0.000037
−9.088575 ± 0.000002
−9.088638 ± 0.000010
−9.1483 ± 0.0005
−9.1472 ± 0.0007
−9.1470 ± 0.0004
−9.1553 ± 0.0010
−9.1554 ± 0.0008
−9.1554 ± 0.0007
−9.1789 ± 0.0005
−9.1789 ± 0.0007
−9.1788 ± 0.0007

(46e, 32o)

(54e, 36o)

(86e, 52o)

Article

a

All calculations are performed with the mixed aug-cc-pVDZ (Fe,S)
cc-pVCDZ (C,H) basis set. The CASSCF energies correspond to SPASCI calculations with 5 × 106 determinants. These correspond to
the ﬁnal step of a series of SP-ASCI-SCF calculations starting at 1 ×
105 determinants, and progressively increasing the number of
determinants to improve the orbitals sequentially. The ASCI+PT2
extrapolated results are estimating the FCI limit, using a linear
extrapolation from calculations with 5 × 105, 1 × 106, 2 × 106, and 5
× 106 determinants, starting from the orbitals obtained from the SPASCI-SCF with 5 × 106 determinants. The (22e, 20o) extrapolation
converged by the 2 × 106 determinant calculation, the (86e, 52o) one
was extended to 7 × 106 determinants. The error bars correspond to
the standard deviation of the linear ﬁt and are, thus, just a measure of
the extrapolation error alone. For the quintet (86e, 52o)
extrapolation, the 106 determinant calculation was disregarded as an
outlier.

In Figure 6, we summarize the correlation energy per
electron obtained by including each new set of orbitals into the
correlated CASSCF SP-ASCI calculation for the 2A cluster
geometry, as well as the correlation energy per electron in the
Fe-3d orbitals for one of the [Fe3S4(SMe)3]−2 clusters included
in the SI. As mentioned before, the correlation energy resulting
from the 3d electrons is very small, about 0.2 mHa/e− (5.4

Figure 6. Correlation energy of Fe-3d, S-3p, and Fe-3s3p electrons in
the 2A geometry of the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cluster, and of Fe-3d orbitals
for the 1A geometry of the [Fe3S4(SMe)3]−2 cluster.
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Table 6. SP-ASCI Energies (E − 8380.0 Ha), Plus PT2
Correction in Parentheses, for the High Spin State 2S + 1 =
19 in the 2A Geometry for Diﬀerent Active Spacesa
act.
space
(22e,
20o)
(46e,
32o)
(54e,
36o)
(86e,
52o)

2S + 1 = 19 energy [Ha] SPASCI (PT2)

variational gap
[meV]

extrapolated gap
[meV]

−157.8

−163.3

−9.140243 (−0.000009)

−68.0

−182.3

−9.149945 (−0.000020)

−27.2

−149.7

−9.173713 (−0.000054)

51.7

−136.1

−9.082663 (0)

a

We use the CASSCF optimized orbitals from the singlet state. The
last two columns summarize the spin gaps in meV between the high
=1
= 19
− E2S+1
, where the
spin and singlet states, computed as E2S+1
0
0
corresponding singlet energies were taken from Table 5. We report
variational spin gaps, as well as extrapolated spin gaps including the
PT2 correction.

Figure 7. Eﬀective spin multiplicity 2S + 1 for diﬀerent subsets of Fe3d orbitals from the CASSCF optimized SP-ASCI wave functions of
the 2A geometry in the (aug)-cc-pVDZ basis set and diﬀerent active
spaces. Upper panels: Multiplicities considering the Fe-3d orbitals of
the two ferromagnetically coupled Fe-dimers within the Fe4 cluster.
The left panel is computed in the CASSCF basis, the right panel is
rotated to the localized ROHF basis. Lower panels: Multiplicities
considering the Fe-3d orbitals of all four Fe atoms, in the CASSCF
basis (left) and rotated to the localized ROHF basis (right). See text
for details.

signiﬁcantly (diﬀerences being within ∼1−2 mHa). We
observe a monotonic decrease in the spin gap with increasing
active space when using variational SP-ASCI energies, up to a
change in sign in the (86e, 52o) resulting in the high spin state
being lower in energy than all low-spin states. Upon recovering
dynamical correlation with second order perturbation theory,
the singlet state becomes stabilized with respect to the high
spin state, regardless of the active space size. Further, we
observe a relatively active-space independent energy gap of
∼150 meV (∼ 5.5 mHa), with a nonmonotonic convergence
which falls however within our numerical uncertainty.
Dynamical correlation beyond the active space would need
to be recovered to make accurate statements beyond our ∼1
mHa (∼27 meV) accuracy.

The orbital optimization in the CASSCF procedure seems to
compensate for the lack in active orbitals. Still, considering the
change in correlation energy by active space, see Figure 6, the
Fe-3d orbitals alone cannot account for anything but a minute
part of the correlation, and it is necessary to include all Fe-3d,
S-3p, and apparently Fe-3s/3p, in the active space to capture
the correlation energy. These observations seem to contradict
each other. A possible reconciliation would be to check
whether the correlation energy due to the S-3p and Fe-3s/3p
orbitals can be recovered perturbatively from the (22e, 20o)
ground state wave function. This would explain both the
consistent static properties across active spaces, as well as the
sizable correlation energy due to the S-3p and Fe-3s/3p
orbitals. We checked this by computing the ASCI+PT2
energies for the 2A singlet state starting from the (22e, 20o)
active space wave function with 2 million determinants, but
including the S-3p and Fe-3s/3p orbitals for the perturbative
correction. However, this could only account for ∼5 mHa,
which is only ∼10% of the total correlation energies in Figure
6. The S-3p and Fe-3s/3p orbitals seem to be needed explicitly
in the active space in order to capture the correlation energy
accurately. Our results suggest that static properties, within the
orbitals considered explicitly here, can be captured in the
CASSCF orbital rotation independently of whether these
orbitals are inside the active space, while dynamical
information such as correlation energies require an explicit
description within the active space.
Finally, it is interesting to note the progression of the energy
gap between the smallest and largest spin states (2S + 1 = 1
and 2S + 1 = 19, respectively) as a function of the active space,
which we summarize in Table 6. The energies of the high spin
state are obtained using the CASSCF optimized orbitals for the
singlet state, with enough determinants to converge the energy
to sub mHa accuracy (5 × 105 for all active spaces instead of
the largest one, which needed 106). Optimizing the orbitals for
the high spin state explicitly does not change the energies

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have for the ﬁrst time used CASSCF with
large active spaces to study model systems for Fe-based
catalytic centers, namely, the [Fe4S4(SMe)4]−2 cubanes, paying
special attention to the role of geometry and spin state in the
system’s properties. We have employed highly accurate and
complementary correlated solvers for the CASSCF problem,
namely, ASCI and DMRG. The good agreement between these
two techniques gives us conﬁdence in our results, and further
shows that it is now possible to treat these highly complex
systems with sophisticated many-body approaches such as
CASSCF. Moreover, we have introduced the SP-ASCI
approach, which proposes Hilbert space truncations preserving
spin conservation by modifying the ASCI search in terms of
CSF families. While SP-ASCI shows severe convergence issues
in the mean-ﬁeld single-particle basis studied, that is, localized
ROHF, using it as solver for CASSCF remedies this limitation
and provides accurate results in good agreement with DMRG.
Our results show that orbital optimization improves the
energies of diﬀerent spin states signiﬁcantly, reduces the spin
energy gaps with respect to ROHF, and also brings to the
forefront the underlying physical mechanism that dominates
the system. Indeed, the optimized single-particle orbital basis is
reminiscent of the double-exchange mechanism widely
accepted to be responsible for the magnetic structure of
these Fe−S clusters. Since single-particle orbitals are not
physically well-deﬁned, we complement this interpretation
with one-electron, two-electron, and two-orbital correlation
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challenging electronic structure of iron−sulfur cubanes that
can be used as benchmark for DFT-based calculations.

functions, namely, charge densities, spin−spin correlations and
mutual information. All these diagnostics support the doubleexchange interpretation, and are consistent across diﬀerent
active spaces, geometries, and spin states.
All geometries show essentially degenerate spin states with
gaps between successive spin states being of the order of 1
mHa or lower. This is explained by examining the correlation
energy as a function of active space size, which shows that the
Fe-3d electrons alone do not contribute to it signiﬁcantly.
Since the spin state is essentially determined by the Fe-3d
electrons, their near-degeneracy is not unexpected. The
correlation energy comes in comparable amounts from bridge
S-3p, ligand S-3p, as well as Fe-3s/3p orbitals. The nontrivial
correlation that stems from these orbitals can be attributed to
two complementary reasons: (i) the S-3p orbitals are
essentially doubly occupied, but there is an interaction with
the low-lying energy empty 4s orbitals of Fe(II) and Fe(III)
and (ii) the double-exchange interaction of half occupied Fe3d and S-3p orbitals, where both the Fe-3d and S-3p orbitals
are needed to be treated in the active space in order to account
for the correlation energy. Finally, the correlation due to the
Fe-(3p/3s) orbitals results from the fact that these orbitals
have the right symmetry to couple to the Fe-3d orbitals and
with the empty Fe-4s ones. To capture all this contributions
accurately, it is necessary to include all these orbitals into the
active space, as simple perturbative corrections on top of
smaller active spaces do not seem capable of accounting for
them.
While the small gaps between consecutive spin states makes
a deﬁnite statement about detailed spin hierarchies diﬃcult, we
observe a signiﬁcant geometry dependence of the largest spin
gap, deﬁned as the energy diﬀerence between the singlet and
largest spin state. By arranging the Fe-atoms slightly asymmetrically, forming two dimers of ∼11% shorter bond length,
this maximal gap is reduced by approximately a factor of 3. It is
this ﬁne-tuning of spin-dependent energetics by subtle
geometry changes that makes Fe−S-based enzymes remarkable
catalysts in biological systems. The reduction of spin energy
gaps upon CASSCF orbital optimization, as well as the lifting
of apparent degeneracies between slightly diﬀerent geometries
when going from the BS-DFT level to CASSCF, indicate that
this type of sophisticated electronic structure treatment will
likely prove crucial for an accurate description of the reactivity
in these correlated systems. The next step toward a fully
correlated treatment of these complexes would require
describing the dynamical correlation beyond the active space.
While this is likely to have a strong impact on the spin ordering
of states, our observed geometry dependence of singlet-tohigh-spin gaps should remain representative of the true physics
of these systems. We note that CI-based solvers for CASSCF
similar to the one employed in this work are being developed
and tested concurrently.31,101 Finally, it has been reported
recently that DFT-based methods are unreliable to predict the
relative energy ordering of possible isomers of cofactors, such
as the FeMoCo in nitrogenase,102 while BS-DFT may also have
problems predicting the correct spin state even of the
electronic ground state for complex multispin systems, that
is, for systems having more than one transition metal
cations.27,103,104 However, given their low computational
cost, these methods are likely to remain widely used to treat
these complex systems. In this regard, a useful and important
scope of our work is to provide an accurate description of the
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